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0 - INTRODUCTION 

RFS or "Règles Fondamentales de Sûreté" (Basic Safety Rules) applicable 

to certain types of nuclear facilities lay down requirements with which com

pliance, far the type of facilities and within the scope of application covered 

by the RFS, is considered to be equivalent to compliance with technical 

French regulatory practice. 

The object of the RFS is to take advantage of standardization in the field 

of safety, while allowing for technical progress in that f ie ld. 

These RFS should make safety analysis easier and lead to better understanding 

between experts and individuals concerned with the problems of nuclear safety. 

In no way do the RFS limit the overall responsibility of the operating uti l i ty 

and in no way do they release i t from its obligation to meet regulatory provi

sions in force. 

A RFS is applicable as a rule to any nuclear facil ity granted a construction 

permit more than one year from the publication of the RFS. Unless explicitly 

excluded, this time period, may be extended by two additional years, in the 

interests of standardization, in the case of a facil ity regarded as identical 

to a facility which has already been granted a construction permit. 

For those nuclear facilities to which a RFS is applicable according to the 

provisions laid down in the paragraph before, the operating uti l i ty which 

does not wish to apply this RFS must demonstrate that the safety objectives 

of the RFS are met by such alternative means as it shall propose, within 

the context of the regulatory procedures in force. 

As far as other nuclear facilities are concerned, inasmuch as the RFS allow 

for technical updating, RFS publication does not entail, unless explicitly requi

red, the obligation of modifying the installations or of supplying further jus

tifications. 
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Moreover, the SCSIN reserves the r ight to modify, when considered necessary, 
any RFS and specify, if need be, the terms under which a modification is deemed 
retroactive ; for other cases, the above-mentioned rules relating to the dates 
of applicability are to be applied under the same conditions as an original 
RFS when a RFS is revised. 

The RF5, applicable to nuclear power plant units equipped with a pressurized 
water reactor, are organized according to the table of contents appended to 
this RFS in Appendix 1. 
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1. SCOPE OF THE RULE 

1.1. Technical French regulatory practice requires that equipment and systems 
be provided to assure emergency reactor shutdown, reactor core cooling and to 
prevent significant release of radioactive material to the environment, even after 
earthquakes predicted to be credible for the site of the plant in question. 

The aim of this RFS is to define an acceptable method for calculating seismic 
motions to be considered in the seismic design of the faci l i ty. 

1.2. A subsequent RFS will define a general framework for calculational methods 
based on seismic motions and determine the relationship between vertical and ho
rizontal motions. Meanwhile calculations shall be performed on the basis of proposals 
put forward by the operating ut i l i ty and analysed within the framework of 
regulatory procedures presently in force. 

1.3. An "ad hoc" working group has been set up to draw general principles , 
for the protection of nuclear facilities "against earthquakes. This RFS was pre
pared in pursuance of these- general principles. 

1.4. The standing committee for nuclear reactors was consultated in drawing 
up this RFS. 
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2. TEXT OF THE RULE 

In order to meet the regulatory provisions given in the section 1 , the procedure 
explained below shall be used. It is based on the definitions of the ''Maximum 
Historically Probable Earthquake" (MHPE) and the "Safe Shutdown Earthquake" 
(SSE).. 

An evaluation of these earthquakes for each site shall be performed according 
to procedures defined in the sections 2.2. and 2.3 ; the special case of local earth
quakes (g)(1) is covered in the section 2.4. The section 2.5 defines the 
conditions taken into consideration in designing each nuclear facility against 
motions caused by the above earthquakes, and the section 2.6 specifies the condi
tions under which this RFS may be applied retroactively. 

2.1 Definition and determination of reference earthquakes 

2 .1 .1 . The basic approach is deterministic and is based upon the assumption 
that earthquakes similar to those historically recorded are likely to occur in 
the future, and that the on-site effects (measured on the M.S.K. (g) intensity 
scale) due to epicenter location will be the most severe, while remaining consis
tent with the geological and seismic data. 

i 

Capable faults (g ) and tectonic regions (c) (2) in the site environs, and histori
cally reported earthquake data (c) shall be taken into consideration, using the 
method specified in the section 2.2. 

The geographical scope of the investigation must be as wide as necessary to be 
certain that the MHPE(s) are predicted for the relevant site. 

This investigation will make it possible to define for the relevant site one or more 
"Maximum Historically Probable Earthquakes "(MHPE), i .e. those earthquake(s), 
based on the' preceding analysis, likely to generate the most severe on-site 
effects. 

(1) (g) For terms followed by the letter ( g ) , refer to the glossary after 
the comments at the end of this RFS. 

(2) \z) ~cr terms *o.'!cwed by the letter ( c ) , refer to the concerts section 
3 3t t r e ere! of this RFS. 
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The use of historically reported earthquake data is only valid for zones in 
which sufficient evidence exists of earthquakes wich occurred several hundreds 
of years ago (vestiges, archives, newspapers, various documents and, possibly, 
more detailed earthquake instrumentation data). This is generally the case in 
western Europe. 

i 
2.1.2. For each MHPE determined in this manner, "Safe Shutdown Earthquakes" 

• (SSE) are established. The following simple equation illustrates the relationship 
between the SSE and MHPE, in terms of on-site intensity measured on the MSK 
scale : 

'SSE = 'MHPE + ' ^ ' n M S K u n i t o f i n t e n s ! t Y ) 

These earthquakes are considered to be those producing the most severe vibra
tory ground motion for which certain structures, systems and components are 
designed to remain functional. The objective is to avoid subjecting the plant 
during its life to loads more severe than those resulting from such ground 
motion. 

2.1.3. This margin of 1 unit may permit in certains cases a possible réévalu
ation of the MHPE or its spectrum during plant construction or operation which 
may result from improved methodology or more detailed knowledge of local his
tory. In such cases and wherever necessary, the administrative authorities 
shall reserve the r ight to request any useful additional evaluations of available 
safety margins and, if necessary, the implementation of certain additional mea
sures. 

2.2. MHPE evaluation procedure 

2 .2 .1 . Sas|c_data .for .determining .the .MHPE 

The procedure for determining the MHPE is deterministic in nature ara takes 
capable faults and tectonic regions into consideration. These two asnects are 
ar.aiyzed along with informations provided by the histor ;cal!y recorcec ea.-tr.-
ouake Sata and, Dossibly, more recently recorded cata. 



a) The body of information applicable in determining seismic events and tec
tonic regions has been collected when drawing up a map of metropolitan 
France displaying tectonic features. The map is used as baseline document. 

This does not necessarily provide all the data required for evaluating 
each particular si te. In-depth analyses of each site complement the map, 
and must be performed as early as possible. Very conservative estimates 
shall be made in cases where analyses have not been completed at a time 
when an irreversible decision must be taken. 

b) The determination of tectonic regions necessarily involves the consideration 
of the seismic act iv i ty . The limits of the regions depend upon existing 
knowledge on major structural faults, and are defined on the basis of 
detailed geographical cr i ter ia, specific geological features and homogeneity 
indices deduced from pliocene and quaternary tectonic (g ) indications, 
available seismic data and, possibly, from lineaments ( g ) . However, 
excepting special cases, it is often diff icult to define these limits accurately. 

c) Historically recorded earthquake data reveal a considerable lack of precision 
(sometime inaccuracies)-as much with regards to factual knowledge as to 
evaluation o£%earthquake effects themselves. Therefore at the preliminary 
safety analysis report stage ail relevant data must be collected and inter
preted. 

d) Earthquake characteristics used in defining the MHPE(s) shall be deter
mined as accurately as possible, taking tectonic and earthquake history 
knowledge into account. 

These characteristics are as follows : 

- Intensity at the epicenter (g) and isoseists ( g ) , 
- epicenter and focal depth (g) 
- local ii.agnitude ( g ) , 
- where necessary, earthquake data (g) 
- characteristics of the areas afected by the propagation of ructions. 



These characteristics make i t possible to generate MHPE response spectra 
(g) according to the procedure described in the section 2.2.3. 

2.2.2. Determj n_ajion of _the _MHP Es 

ia ) Historically reported earthquakes in the tectonic region where the plant 
is situated, except for those whose relationship to a specific capable fault 
may be justif ied, shall be assumed to be credible at the site. 

b) Those earthquakes in a neighbouring tectonic region and not related to a 
specific capable fault shall be considered to occur at the closest point 
in this area to the site. 

c) Earthquakes related to a specific capable fault shall be considered to occur 
at the point on the fault closest to the site. 

The earthquakes likely to produce the most severe on-site effects following 
the previous determination are the Maximum Historically Probable Earth-
qua ke{s). 

Plant safety analysis reports present the main data and assumptions used 
in defining the MHPE(s) according to the procedure above. 

t 

A given MHPE response spectrum is used to calculate the corresponding SFE 
response spectrum. The MHPE spectrum is closely dependent upon the magnitude 
M, the intensity I and the focal distance R ( g ) . 

The last two characteristics are determined from macraseismic cata (epicenter 
intensity and. isoseists) by means of empirical relationships (c ) , complementec, 
where necessary, by instrumented earthquake data. 

The spectrum calculational method is based on the analysis of a large number of 
records from the seismic data l ibrary (c) and comprises the following stages : 

* These guidelines are not applicable to those earthquakes with a foca, ::'s:a~ce 
R of less'than '.0 «_-r. 



a) The available data are adjusted or complemented, where necessary, according 
to the following empirical relationship, coherent with the seismic data l ibra
ry records : 

al + b l og 1 Q R + c belongs to the interval M L ± o M (1) 

where M, = local magnitude 
I = intensity on the MSK scale 
R = focal distance in kilometers. 

Coefficients a, b, c and deviation a are established from all seismic data ' ' m 
library records ; at present they are as follows : 

a = 0,55 b = 2,2 c = - 1 , 1 4 o M = 0,4 

Subject to the modes of application of paragraph 2.3, the MHPE focal depth is 
not modified. 

b) The response spectrum corresponding to a MHPE is calculated from an equa
tion of the following type : 

S = S„ 10 a M L R n (2) 

This equation links the response spectrum (S), for a given damping value 
i c ) , to the magnitude M. and to the focal distance R. Correlation coefficients (c) 
S 0 , a, and n, a function of frequency, are evaluated from seismic data 
library records of the same intensity as that adopted for the MHPE. 
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2.3. Determination of response spectra associated with Safe Shutdown 

Earthquakes* 

The spectra are not calculated from the equation (2) but deduced, when 

sufficient data are available, from the MHPE spectra by multiplying S by 

multiplication factors (c) k, a function of frequency. These factors are justified 

for each site through analysis of the relationships between spectra corres

ponding to earthquakes of equal intensity to the intensity of MHPEs and SSEs. 

However, multiplication factors obtained between intensity classes VI-VII and 

VI1 —VI11 are used for an earthquake of intensity greater than or equal to 

VI11, since data concerning these are insufficient. 

a) First ly, k coefficients are calculated by assuming that the depth, there

fore the focal distance of the SSE, is equal to that of the MHPE, and that 

the one degree intensity increase between the MHPE and the SSE results 

exclusively in an increase in magnitude by a quantity a = 0,55, such as 

defined in the section 2^2.3. 

b) An analysis of k coefficient sensitivity is then performed as a function of 

. the presumed depth of the SSE around that of the MHPE at an interval of 

h 1 - h- , compatible with the tectonic fold data available. The focal distance 

corresponding to the lowest depth h.., -must not be less than 10 km, 

which represents the limit allowed at present for the method to be 

considered val id. 

Tî-.e 53c spectra ~ctainec far the three -ec*"s h - , r ,, p = arc -^ : : r s -

'* titute the SSE site spectra associated * : : r i a giver. MhPE. 

c) Where the procedure defined in (a) and ( i ) acove is unappiicaoie cue to 

insufficient data, the multiplication coefficients arc considered as constant 

and equal to 2 for all frequencies. 

i hese ç'-icelir.e a.-e nc: appiicabie to e=-:-cLc«es « i v a *ocai c'starce n 

of ïess tran 1C km 
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2.4. Local earthquake consideration 

2 .4 .1 . ..^§ç[aJ.ioçal.^XJ:h^uake_çharaçteristiçs 

Ground motions observed around the epicenter of a very superficial, low ma
gnitude earthquake (of the order of 5 or lower) present a certain number of 
special characteristics if compared to those produced by earthquakes whose 
focus is relatively far (10 km or more) from the recording location : 

- short signal duration, 
- high maximum ground motion values, 
- response spectrum presenting a relatively narrow peak, with a frequency 

varying between 3 and 10 Hz. 

The data available at present on such motions are insufficient for establishing 
statistically sound calculational methods for spectra using empirical relation
ships such the equation (2) defined in the section 2.2.3. above. These earth
quakes are dealt with in the sections 2.4.2. and 2.4.3. below. 

The source zones of high magnitude earthquakes (of the order of 6 or above) 
are too large to be considered c5 point sources for defining epicenter zor>3 
motions. They require special analysis, the nature of which cannot be specified 
in this RFS. 

2.4.2. Lo_w_magpjtud !̂__ea_rthcj_uake_speçtra 

At present, there is no reliable method for defining a spectrum adapted to a 
site whose representativeness has been sufficiently established. The operating 
uti l i ty should, nevertheless, endeavour to propose spectra adapted to the site ; 
where this method proves unsuccessful, the following conventional nr.?thod shall 
be used : 
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The shape of the spectrum (5 % critical damping) to be considered is repre
sented in a iog-log diagram by straight line segments joining the points 
plotted .'iccor-ding to the table below : 

Frequency ( H z ) 1 2 5 8 10 20 > 30 

•Amplification (g) 0,35 0,9 2,1 3,2 3,0 1,5 1,0 

The diagram «i l l be adjusted for intensity through the acceleration (F 5 30 H ) 
defined in the following table : 

Intensity I VII VI I -VI I I 

Acceleration (g) 0,25 0,3 

2.4.3. .ARpJjçabmtv. 

*% * 
These earthquakes shall not be considered in the design where the MHPE 
intensity is lower than or equal t o ' V i . 

In all other cases, applicability shall be established from a deterministic 
analysis similar to that defined in the section 2 . 1 . , or from probabilistic risk 
analysis (c ) . 

"or deter-ninistic ?r2:\sis, the spectrum definec in the section 2.4.2. snail ne 
used. 

For a probabilistic approach, the analysis shall be performed on the basis of 
available geological and seismic data. The spectra defined in the section 2.4.2 
are considered as the upper limit of the 95 % confidence interval for the 
spectra from the cor-espendipg intensity class. Dividing the spectr3 by the 
factor 2 gives the "nediac. The spectra obtained shall be used w'thin the 
general framework set fortn > t re section 2.5 if the annual protaci i i ty of 

VIII VIII-IX IX 

0,4 0,5 0,6 



unacceptable fission product release significantly exceeds 10 per year on 

the logarithmic sc^le. I f the operating ut i l i ty can show that above-mentioned 

analyses penalize the .proposed probabilistic evaluations, without these results 

being accurately calculated, the value of 10 per year may be reduced to 
-6 10 per year . 

2 .S . Design of the faci l i ty against earthquakes 

The ground motions defined in the sections 2 . 2 , 2 .3 and 2-4 are used as 

follows in the seismic design of the faci l i ty : 

2 . 5 . 1 . Before any i r revers ib le decision is t a k e n , is mut be verif ied that res

ponse spectra for 5 % critical damping associated with Safe Shutdown Ear th

quakes do not exceed the corresponding spectrum envisaged by the operating 

ut i l i ty , hereafter designated design basis spectrum, to be used as a basis '.: 

facility design. Where this is not the case, the operating ut i l i ty shall establish 

the appropriate corrective measures which it shall submit to the administration 

for approval . 

2 . 5 . 2 . Where new data , once i r reversible decisions have been taken , result 

in a broader SS£ .spectrum, verif ications may be performed a posteriori by 

means of appropriate calculations! methods for estimating safety margins 

against earthquakes. In this case, the est'mation must be submitted to the 

administration for approval . 

2 . 5 . 3 . An earthquake corresponding to one-half the design basis spectrum 

TiLst not adversely affect faci l i ty operation dur ing a SSE occ-.-r r g subse-

•i quently during the life of the fac i l i ty . 

SScs are assumed to have aftershocks ( c ) which may reach the earthquake 

level corresponding to one-half the design basis spectrum. Since, however, 

the corresponding analyses cannot general ly be performed on the casis of the 

design rules in force, only an evaluation of the effect of aftershocks on 

certain cornocrcnts, bssed on appropriate methods, shall be submitted to the 

3CT;:'-;str3t;cr. -"or approval . The method of evaluating aftershock e"ects and 

t r e ccrracnents concerned shall be specified in the RFS referrec to \r. the 

sect zr • i.' 
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2.6. Ratroactivity 

In compliance with the provisions in the introduction i t was-decided that this 
RFS should be applied retroactively for those plant units referred to in the 
seventh paragraph of the introduction. This" RFS shall be applied after 
1st June 1982 before the regulatory authorities grant construction permits and 
under the following conditions : 

2 .6 .1 . The unit margin envisaged in the section 2.1.2. may be reduced before 
the section 2.5 is applied, provided that : 

a) the bases upon which construction of the facility was authorized remain 
valid, 

b) the available margins for applying the new method corresponding to this 
RFS are evaluated and submitted to the SCSIN. 

2.6.2. Where the procedure indicated in the section 2.4.3. is to be used, 
the probability values may be multiplied, on a case by case basis, by a 
factor determined by the -administration. 

•% -

Head of the Central Department 
for the Safety of Nuclear Installations 

Christian de TORQUAT 
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3. COMMENTS 

3 . 1 . Tectonic regions 

In France, cleaiMy determined seismic events are ra re . Evaluation must therefore 

be based upon the concept of the tectonic region, an expression preferred to 

the term "tectonic province". Experience has shown that the French concept 

of "region" d i f fers considerably from that of "province", such as i t is used 

abroad, part icular ly in the U . S . A . , based on physical geography cr i ter ia . 

3 . 2 . Historically reported earthquakes 

Historically reported earthquake data are obtained, in the majority of cases, 

by critical analysis of archives, part icular ly with regard to earthquakes which 

occurred before this century . Analysis shall , wherever possible, be focussed 

upon the original documents. In pract ice, only those texts which are. sufficiently 

accurate to permit earthquake evaluation shall be used, and only after approval 

at the relevant administrative level . 

3 . 3 . Empirical relationships 

Historically reported earthquake data are interpreted at f i r s t in the form of 

intensity, then as depth and magnitude established by the use of empirical 

relationships l inking these three parameters. The most appropriate empirical 

relationships are used and special attention is paid to the precise conditions 

in which they were established. 

3 .4 . Seismic data l ibrary 

The recordings obtained from monitoring networks in seismic areas are collected 

together in a seismic data l ib rary . Data are classified according to recording 

point intensity, the corresponding focal distance, local magnitude and other 

possible characteristics ( for exampie, ground character ist ics) . 

The seismic data l ibrary is run at oreser.t by the Nuclear Safety Cepa."L-er-t 

of the French Atomic Energy Cora—sslcr. 
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3 . 5 . Damping 

Damping is the viscous damping value of a single-degree-of-freedom-oscil lator, 

expressed as a percentage of crit ical damping. 

3 . 6 . Correlation coefficients 

Correlation coefficients l inking the response spectrum to the magnitude M. and to the 
focal distance R (equation Z) are calculated by regression analysis, using data 
contained in the seismic data l i b ra ry . 

The records available at present in the seismic data l ibrary correspond to in ten

sities expressed in whoie numbers : for a SSE intensity between I and I + 1 , the 

correlation shall be established by using all records corresponding to intensities 

I and 1 + 1 . 

Data concerning intensities greater than V I I are insufficient ; this leads to the 

use of all records corresponding to intensities V I I and over . 

3 . 7 . Multiplication factors 
•» -

T h e MSK intensity scale was designed so that increase of one degree doubles 

the ground motion characteristic parameters. From this point of view, k coeff i 

cients should therefore be equal to 2 . Earthquake effects are actually more 

complex and experimental data reveal that the t rue coefficients vary as a 

function of the f requency , of the distance and of the magnitude of the events 

in question. 

3 . 8 . Probabilistic analysis 

The probabilistic approach 

evaluation. Futhermore, it 

frequency of earthquakes. 

is based upon the same data as the seismotactsnic 

has the advantage in particular of br inging in the 
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Note that since rare events are involved, any objective estimation of their 
probability based upon frequencies observed by statistical methods is hampered 
inevitably by considerable uncertainty margins, even where large margins 
of error are provided. 

Nuclear Safety is based essentially upon deterministic rules which define conditions 
regarded as credible and ensure that the facil ity operates normally under those 
conditions. The possibility offered recently to the operating utilities to use 
probabilistic rules led the administration to determine very low limits as a con
servative measure wherever an operating ut i l i ty considers using such methods. 
These very low limits practically exclude the possibly of using probabilistic 
evaluations for earthquakes other than local earthquakes. Only the reduced 
area of zones where the effects of these earthquakes are felt makes sufficiently 
low probability values possible. For other earthquakes, only deterministic 
approach may be used (and be applicable also to local earthquakes). 

3.9. Aftershocks 

Safe Shutdown Earthquakes may subject the facility to deformations which, with
out endangering safety, may-be irreversible. In most cases, the available safety 
margin and conventional rules regarding the combination of SSE and plant operat
ing loads will enable aftershock loads referred to in the section 2.5.3. to be 
absorbed. ' > 

For verification, these deformations may however prejudice the applicability of 
the calcuiational methods p thereby involving the necessity to use appropriate 
methods. 
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GLOSSARY 

CAPABLE FAULT : Fault at the origin of one or more earthquakes. 

AMPLIFICATION : Ratio obtained by dividing the value of one parameter of 
motion for a given period and damping oscillator by the value of the same 
parameter for ground motion acting as excitation. 

FOCAL DISTANCE : Distance between the focus of an earthquake and any 
given point. 

TECTONIC REGION : Region whose tectonic features are sufficiently similar to 
be considered as homogeneous. 

INSTRUMENTAL EARTHQUAKE DATA : Based on recent earthquake recordings, 
i t is possible to define the epicenter, the depth of focus and the local magnitude 
of an earthquake. These features constitute earthquake data. 

EPICENTER : Point of the earth's surface directly above the focus of the 
earthquake ; it corresponds to the maximum intensity point of earthquake. 

*% • 
FOCUS : Point of origin within the earth's crust regarded as the origin of 
energy released by an earthquake 

INTENSITY : Evaluation at a given point on the earth's surface of the strength 
of an earthquake, measured on a scale of 1 to 12 based upon tnat developed 
by MERCALLI at the beginning of the century. The version presently used in 
France is the VIEDVEDEV-SPCNhEUER-KASNlK (1964; version, rS-rerrsc :o as 
the MSK scale. 

ISOSEIST.: Line separating two zones where the intensity of the same earth
quake differs by one degree. 

MAGNITUDE : A measure of the amplitude of waves recorded by a seismograph 
under conditions specified by SICHTER ; the magnitude provides an estimation 
of the amount of energy released from the focus in the form of seismic waves. 
Amongst tr-e various cefinitions of magnitude, iccai magnitude is used cy the 
RFS. 
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GROUND MOTION : Motion at a given non built-up point, i.e. in the absence 
of any kind of construction. 

PLIOCENE AND QUATERNARY TECTONICS : Branch of geology dealing with 
pliocene and quaternary deformational features of the earth's crust. 

" FOCAL DEPTH : Distance between the focus of an earthquake and the epicenter. 

LOCAL EARTHQUAKE : Earthquake whose focal distance from the site is less than 
10 km. Conventionally in this RFS are called "local earthquakes" only those 
earthquakes with a magnitude of about 5 or less. 

RESPONSE SPECTRUM : A plot of the maximum response (acceleration, velocity 
or displacement) of a family of idealized linear single-degree-of-freedom damped 
oscillators as a function of natural frequencies (or periods) of the oscillators 
to a specified vibratory motion input at the ground. 

TECTONICS : Branch of geology, dealing with regional structure and deforma
tional features of the earth's crust and analyzing rock geometry. 


